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 s Hunting &in your backyard and in the wild. From finding crazy edible vegetation to subsistence
hunting, you'll learn how to live off the land while hunting such as a caveman—and eating just like a
king.A manual for the modern hunter-gatherer, Outdoor Life 'With high-quality design, intricate detail,
and a durable flexicover—this manual may be the perfect gift!HUNT AND FISH IN THE OPEN Whether
you’re using modern weapons, old-fashioned snares, or your own two hands, this book will highlight the
amazing range of hands-in (literally! This book demystifies it all, with basic hints and step-by-step
illustrations to make you a self-sufficient survivor— Find out the secrets of organic medication and
traditional remedies. BE A SURVIVOR Prepare for any emergency, whether you’re lost in the woods or
surviving a natural disaster. Find regional, organic foods, and develop them yourself. HARVEST
NATURE'S BOUNTY Use the detailed field guides to gather edible plant life, nuts, and mushrooms, after
that change them into gourmet foods with field-tested camp cooking tips.) options for catching and
cooking your prey. Gathering Survival Manual will teach you everything you want to know about
foraging, hunting, and cooking in the wild.
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Great publication for tween boys.. One very plus side to the publication it that the writer has in fact used
these skills.. we'd to get this second one for the other on Amazon so they could quit arguing on the book.
They spending some time marking their favorite pages & creating different snares in the backyard. They
run home from college to check on their snares. Five Stars I enjoyed scanning this book to mostly review
what I did so in existence and what I could've done differently. Writer shares his extensive experience If
you're searching for an overview of many skills for outdoor survival, this is an excellent general book. It
can both primitive and none primitive abilities.. they adore this reserve. Addresses foraging with plant
photos, hunting and trapping with good how-to diagrams, fishing, a few survival stories,. So there are
gems in here even for all those with experience. Publication seems durable with reinforced corners as well
which I appreciate. Excellent book Excellent book. Great graphics, plenty of details and details. Great gift.
He writes from a location of experience- not really theory... Great Great information in this book Great
Another part of an excellent series Meh. Great! Great book, has a great deal of stuff in here that's
common knowledge and things that give veterans a wake up call to. Great book for survival, camping, or
simply plain need to know more about. Provides enough detail for someone to practice basic skills.
Definitely worth the price Great starter book. I would suggest it to anyone. Good general info for
someone just starting to prep nothing at all new here, but great details for anyone who has no idea the
place to start. A good addition to any survival library. Some things aren't explained in great fine detail, but
it will provide you a good idea of things you might have overlooked Read it then go for a walk in the
woods, let your imagination run wild Good bathroom reading materials... Because of its scope, it doesn't
give a large amount of detail on anybody topic, so it has its limitations. Meh. I have 11 year aged twins &
One of them in fact purchased this locally initial &
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